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Background

Curriculum Group Leader, O Voce pentru Educație Alliance (2022)
Early years expert in the Presidency’s reform project ‘’România educată’’ 
(2020-2021)
Founder and member of the Board of Directors of ‘’CoaliSa pentru
EducaSe’’ (2014-2022)
M.A. in EducaSonal Management - the University of Bucharest (2014-2016)
Lecturer, History of English Literature, ‘’Dimitrie Cantemir’’ University 
(2000-2014)
M.A in BriSsh Cultural Studies - the University of Bucharest  & BriSsh 
Council (2000)
B.A. in Preschool and Primary EducaSon, Faculty of EducaSonal Studies  
(2014)
B.A. in English / French – The Faculty of Foreign Languages, the University of 
Bucharest (1995-1999)

Fabiola Hosu

Even after 14 years of experience as lecturer at the Faculty of Foreign Languages, the English Department, after 23 years as teaching trainer and evaluator
of professional competence, after overseeing more than 20 educational projects, after my own school project that kept growing since 2003, I still see
myself enthusiastically continuing my passion for education, contributing with ideas as well as project implementation.

In 2014, I founded together with the main Romanian social NGOs what would become ‘’The Coalition for Education’’, a project dedicated to all those who
want to be part of the process of transformation and innovation of the Romanian educational paradigm. Now, I am part of the Board of Directors and
have designed and written its proposal for the Romanian high school structure.

In 2003, I founded an educational institution (called Wonderland Nursery School, initially) that would translate my vision into a meaningful project with a
mission. I looked at this new endeavor as the great challenge that a learning organisation can offer – an organisation that would facilitate the learning of
all its members and continuously transform itself. More than ever, I feel that, this year, Questfield has reached an important milestone with valuable
members added to our team that will take this organization forward!

The only way to actually understand the dynamic of our Questfield community of learners and teachers is to see us in action. That is why I warmly invite
you to come and share with us our ethos encompassing confident children, passionate teachers, involved parents that build together more than just a
school. We build a way of life. See you around the school!


